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Abstract This chapter describes some of the work that was carried out by members
of the NASCENCE project, an FP7 project sponsored by the European Community.
Apart from some historical notes and background material, the chapter explains
how nanoscale material systems have been configured to perform computational
tasks by finding appropriate configuration signals using artificial evolution. Most of
this exposition is centred around the work that has been carried out at the MESA+
Institute for Nanotechnology at the University of Twente using disordered networks
of nanoparticles. The interested reader will also find many pointers to references
that contain more details on work that has been carried out by other members of
the NASCENCE consortium on composite materials based on single-walled carbon
nanotubes.

1 A Bit of History

In the next sections, the reader will find a description of parts of the research that
was carried out within the framework of the FP7 project NASCENCE (Nanoscale
Engineering for Novel Computation Using Evolution) [4], funded by the European
Community and running from November 1, 2012 to October 31, 2015.

This work was motivated by earlier work of Julian Miller and his coworkers
(See, e.g., [17, 18, 19, 34, 35]), and Julian was also involved as one of the very
active partners within the project. In fact, he was the major inspirer of the ideas that
lead to the birth of the NASCENCE project, and as a matter of fact, he also invented
the acronym. So, in my role as the coordinator of the project it is with great pleasure
that I contribute to this volume on the occasion of Julian’s 60th birthday!
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The title of this chapter is a slight (nano)variation on the term evolution-in-
materio (EIM) that was coined by Miller and Downing in [34]. The birth of the
NASCENCE project originates from an inspiring seminar talk entitled “Evolution
in materio: Using evolution to get matter to compute” that Julian Miller gave at
Durham University, UK, on March 2, 2010. Almost at the same time, a “Big Ideas”
project proposal entitled “Computational Carbon” on this topic was composed by
members of two Durham research groups, one in Electronics led by Mike Petty, and
the other one in Algorithms and Complexity led by myself. The purpose of these
“Big Ideas” was to stimulate collaboration within the School of Engineering and
Computing Sciences, a merger between the School of Engineering and the Depart-
ment of Computer Science. Although our “Big Ideas” project did not get funded,
it formed the basis for the NASCENCE proposal. The latter was submitted to the
European Community at the time I had already left Durham to return to my for-
mer employer, the University of Twente in The Netherlands. Apart from the group
at Durham led by Mike Petty and the group led by me in Twente, the NASCENCE
project also involved groups led by Julian Miller in York, by Gunnar Tufte in Trond-
heim, and by Jürgen Schmidhuber in Lugano.

2 A Bit of Background

The key idea behind the NASCENCE project was to use nanoscale materials as a
black-box for computation, and to apply artificial evolution in the form of genetic
algorithms to control the external configuration stimuli on the material in order to
find configurations that would enable the material to perform certain computational
tasks. More details on the essential concepts will follow in the next section, but they
are basically the same as in the earlier works of Julian Miller and his coworkers
mentioned above, except for the down-scaling to nanoscale materials.

The advancement of nanotechnology offers promising opportunities for alterna-
tives to digital computation. These alternatives might be one of the solutions to
cope with the possible problems that have been identified with respect to the further
miniaturisation and increasing energy consumption of digital circuitry and transis-
tors.

Current digital computers are based on Turing’s abstract model of computation
that has been around since the 1930s [52], together with a computer architecture
described as an outline of a machine to perform this type of computation proposed
by Von Neumann in 1945 [44]. The latter formed the foundation of modern stored
programs computers. This type of computation is possible at the scales we see it
today through the invention of the transistor, and the miniaturisation, integration and
cheap production techniques enabled by the advancement of nanotechnology. Since
the computations are based on the abstraction to strings of zeros and ones that are
realised by low and high valued electrical signals, the common term for this type
of computation is digital computation. Although there existed forms of analogue
computation before the introduction of digital computation, the latter is usually also
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referred to as classical or conventional computation. It reflects a top down approach:
first designing an architecture and the functionality of a computational device on a
drawing table, and then realising it by building it from purpose-built components.

The approach of EIM is more bottom up, as we will explain shortly, and this
EIM is one of many different alternative approaches that are gathered under the um-
brella term unconventional computing. Since one of the key ingredients of EIM is
the use of artificial, computer-controlled evolution, it is also part of a wide research
area known as bio-inspired computation. It is inspired by the many complex pro-
cesses that take place in living systems, and that can be seen as computations. These
processes have been enabled through a long adaptive, selective and uncontrolled
procedure of Darwinian evolution. The key ingredients of this evolution, like cross-
over, mutation, natural selection and survival of the fittest have been mimicked in
computer science and operations research, and led to an optimisation technique that
we refer to as computer-controlled evolution. This concept of computer-controlled
evolution is known under a variety of other terms, e.g., evolutionary algorithms [13],
genetic algorithms [20], and genetic programming [24, 47]. Before addressing more
details about the use of computer-controlled evolution in this particular setting, it is
convenient to first give a brief overview of the NASCENCE project.

3 NASCENCE in a Nutshell

The conceptual ideas and ingredients of the NASCENCE project are illustrated in
Figure 1. The key idea is to use a sample of nanomaterial on a micro-electrode array
(the Material Disc in Figure 1) as a black-box for computational tasks. The way to
manipulate the black-box is to change the state of the material, by using the micro-
electrode array to interact with the matter through programmable external stimuli,
usually consisting of analogue signals, like voltages or currents. These signals are
supplied by and read out by a purpose-built interface (as shown in the middle of Fig-
ure 1). This interface is equipped with analogue-digital converters and connected to
a digital computer (a laptop or PC) to enable computer-controlled evolution. The
computer program that is executed on this digital device acts as a discovery engine
(see Figure 1) for finding configurations of the external stimuli that cause the ma-
terial to perform the target computational task. Once suitable configurations have
been determined for certain specified tasks, the given sample of nanomaterial on the
micro-electrode array should be capable to function as a stand-alone reconfigurable
device for these tasks.

Apart from the experimental work, another aim of the NASCENCE project was
to model, simulate and explore this way of unconventional computation, and analyse
and explain the observed phenomena.

This set-up led to a natural breakdown of the project work within NASCENCE
into the following nine Work Packages and their key performance indicators (KPIs):

1: Materials processing and evaluation;
KPI: useful materials and micro-electrode arrays;
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Fig. 1 Schematic conceptual overview of NASCENCE

2: Interface (hardware);
KPI: interaction PC/material; controlled stimuli;

3: Interface (software);
KPI: API; genetic algorithms;

4: Computational tasks (experimental);
KPI: suitable tasks/materials;

5: Computational tasks (simulations);
KPI: models for simulation/prediction;

6: Evaluation and data mining;
KPI: functional software for open ended experimentation;

7: Mathematical foundations;
KPI: theoretical foundation for evolvable systems;

8: Dissemination, collaboration and exploitation;
9: Project management;

In the next sections, the aim is to give a concise overview of the accomplishments
of the NASCENCE project. More details can be found in [5] and the papers that are
listed there. But we start with some additional remarks about the motivation behind
the suggested approach of EIM, and by presenting more details on the use of evo-
lutionary algorithms, with a specific example that was used to evolve a nanoparticle
substrate.

4 Why and How to Evolve Dead Matter?

The work within NASCENCE has been inspired on one hand by the great achieve-
ments of Nature itself, and on the other hand by the opportunities offered by nan-
otechnology as a possible alternative to digital computing.

Evolution has done a great job for many living organisms, and it has done so
through a conceptually rather easy but smart, albeit very slow bottom up process of
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natural Darwinian evolution. There seems to be no design involved in this process:
the computational instructions that underlie living creatures have not been designed
but rather have (been) evolved. Two questions come to mind: Can we use something
similar as evolution on ‘dead’ matter in order to get something useful? Can we do it
quickly, via a rapidly converging evolutionary process?

The digital industry has done a great job for computation. It has developed and
advanced digital circuitry extremely fast, to very dense packings of millions of tran-
sistors of very tiny size, currently in the range of 15 nm. It is not clear whether this
will continue, and even the big players in this industry predict that we lose control
over the production processes within the next decade. Another concern is that we
are wasting a lot of energy on the production and use of digital equipment. More-
over, there are fundamental issues that have been raised with respect to the concepts
behind digital computation. Due to the abstraction from electrical signal levels to
logical zeros and ones, it seems plausible that digital computation is not making use
of the full potential opportunities offered by physical systems. According to Conrad
this leads us to pay “The Price of Programmability” [10]. Another question then
emerges: Is there an alternative way to use (nanoscale) material that exploits the full
potential properties of physical systems to solve computational problems rather than
restricting them by abstraction to zeros and ones?

Motivated by the above observations, the NASCENCE project has been focusing
on using nanoscale material in another, less controlled but hopefully more efficient
way. The results that have been obtained so far by the members of the NASCENCE
project look promising, as can be concluded from the later sections of this chapter.
They show how computer-controlled evolution was used successfully to ‘program’
several functionalities in nanoscale materials by directly manipulating these physi-
cal systems. Although the results should be considered as a proof of principle, it is
hoped that the approach taken in NASCENCE will inspire the creation of novel and
useful devices in physical systems whose operational principles are not necessarily
understood or are hitherto unknown.

The central idea of EIM is that the application of some physical ‘configuration’
signals to a material can cause it to alter how it affects ‘input’ signals and produces
‘output’ signals. The output signals are picked up and a fitness score is assigned,
depending on how close the output signals are to the desired response. This fitness
is assigned to the member of the population that supplied the configuration signals.
For the purpose of using an evolutionary algorithm, the patterns of configuration
signals that are applied as external stimuli have to be encoded, mimicking genomes
in natural evolution. These artificial genomes enable us to mimic evolution on the
codes, in order to find configurations that cause the matter to perform useful com-
putational tasks. This approach is illustrated by the following example that is taken
from [3].
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4.1 An Illustrative Example: Nanoparticle Networks

Consider the following figure, in which the small spheres represent coated gold
nanoparticles (NPs) that are trapped on an electrode array to form a fixed NP-
network; more details can be found in [3].

Fig. 2 Artist’s impression of a disordered NP-network

Two electrodes are used for applying time-dependent voltage signals (as indi-
cated by Vin1,Vin2 in Figure 2). All but one of the remaining electrodes are used
for applying static control voltages (as indicated by V1, . . . ,V5 in Figure 2), and one
is used for measuring the resulting time-dependent current (as indicated by Iout in
Figure 2). In addition, a static voltage can be applied to the back gate (as indicated
by V6 in Figure 2). The strongly non-linear switching behaviour of the NPs, that act
as single-electron transistors (SETs) under the right circumstances, and their mutual
interactions give rise to functionality greatly depending on the control voltages that
manipulate the internal state of the NP-network.

At low temperatures, an NP with capacitance C has a charging energy E = e2/C
which is larger than the thermal energy1. In this case NPs exhibit a phenomenon that
is known as Coulomb blockade [22] and act as SETs. One electron at a time can
tunnel when sufficient energy is available (ON state), either by applying a voltage
across the SET or by electro-statically shifting its potential. Otherwise, the transport
is blocked because of the Coulomb blockade (OFF state).

Measurements in [3] indeed indicated that the low-temperature electron trans-
port in the NP-networks that were used for the experiments is dominated by this

1 e is the charge on an electron
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Coulomb blockade effect, and that their detailed behaviour strongly depends on the
used input and output electrodes, as well as on the static voltages applied to the re-
maining electrodes. These characteristics lie at the basis of the ability to use these
NP-networks for the realisation of computational tasks. Because the current NP-
networks have a rather simple structure with not many configuration electrodes to
play with, the aim in [3] was to first look for logic gates. The idea was thus to enable
all possible 2-way logic gates with one and the same NP-network, by only varying
the configuration voltages, without the necessity to apply a specific design of the
NP-network.

So, in this set-up, fixing two of the electrodes as inputs and one as an output,
the remaining electrodes together with the back gate have been used to configure
the NP-network for the target functionalities, applying a genetic algorithm (GA).
More details on the working of a GA, and how it was applied for our purposes,
will appear in the next section, where the same GA was used for the experiments
as well as the simulations. Some additional information on the simulations appears
in later subsections, but next we present a short summary of the outcomes of the
experimental work in [3].

4.1.1 Logic Gates

In this subsection we give a brief description of the work in [3] where the NP-
networks as sketched in Figure 2 were used to evolve all Boolean logic gates.

In Figure 3(a) we see an atomic force micrograph (AFM) image of one of the
real NP-networks that were used for the experiments in [3], where the two input
electrodes and the output electrode are denoted by VIN1,VIN2 and IOUT , respectively.
Time-dependent signals in the order of a hundred mV were applied to the input elec-
trodes as illustrated in Figure 3(b), and a time-dependent current in the order of a
hundred pA was read from the output electrode. The other five electrodes and the
back gate have been used to apply different sets of static configuration voltages.
Using a GA, suitable sets of configuration voltages have been found to produce the
output functions of Figure 3(c,d). Red symbols are experimental data, solid black
curves are expected output signals (matched to the amplitudes of the experimen-
tal data). We observe two clear negators (inverters) for the input functions P and
Q in Figure 3(c), and we observe a variety of Boolean logic gates in Figure 3(d),
including the universal NAND and NOR gate. Supplementary work in [3] reveals
that all these gates show a great stability and reproducibility. For the exclusive gates
(XOR, XNOR) spike-like features are observed at the rising and falling edges of the
(1,1) input, as might have been expected for a finite slope in the input signals. More
details can be found in [3].

The remarkable thing here is not that we can produce logic gates using the elec-
trical and physical properties of charge transport in neighbouring NPs. What is re-
markable, is that we can do this with one and the same sample of a disordered
NP-network in a circular region of about 200nm in diameter, and by using only six
configuration voltages. This shows the great potential for our approach. Note that a
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Fig. 3 AFM image of an NP-network (a), the input voltages in mV applied to VIN1 and VIN2 (b)
and the different logic outputs in pA read from IOUT (c and d) [3]

similar designed reconfigurable device based on today’s transistor technology would
require about the same space, and it would also require rewiring of the input signals
to multiple inputs.

4.1.2 Behaviour of Gold NPs

The electrical properties and physical effect of Coulomb blockade behind the charge
transport in the used gold NP-networks are pretty well understood. As described
above, under suitable energy conditions and restrictions, the charge transport is gov-
erned by the Coulomb blockade effect [22, 53]. The particles act as SETs with a high
ON/OFF ratio and strong non-linear behaviour. This makes them potentially good
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candidates for interesting nontrivial functionalities. As an illustration, in Figure 4
we included some I-V characteristics of one of the NP-networks we used in [3].

Fig. 4 AFM image of an NP-network (a), the input voltages in mV applied to electrode E4 and the
output current in pA read at electrode E6 at different temperatures (b) the outputs in pA read from
E1 for different input electrodes at 0.28 Kelvin (c), and the effect of a static voltage applied at E3
on the I-V curves of a fixed pair at 0.28 Kelvin (d) [3].

The nonlinear behaviour is very clear from the figures. We also observed a special
form of nonlinearity usually referred to as negative differential resistance (NDR), as
shown in Figure 5: a gate that was evolved to be a negator (inverter) for 0mV <VIN <
100mV exhibits NDR within the considerably larger range−50mV <VIN < 100mV .

This behaviour is interesting and we think it plays a key role in the potential
evolvability of more complex functions. For instance, if we compare an XOR with
an OR, then it can be observed that the OR could in principle be based on simple
linear behaviour, where a high input signal gives rise to a high output signal, no
matter whether both input signals are high or just one of the input signals. In case of
an XOR this is different: we should only have a high output signal if precisely one
of the input signals is high and the other is low; two high input signals should yield
a low output signal. This is clearly more likely to be a reachable target functionality
if the evolvable system exhibits NDR behaviour.

The above experimental results give supporting evidence for our expectation that
much more is possible in terms of more complicated functionalities, enabled by
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Fig. 5 NDR behaviour of a gold NP-network: the output current IOUT increases with an increasing
input voltage VIN in the interval −150mV < VIN < −50mV , but the I-V curve bends down in the
region of −50mV <VIN < 100mV [3]

such disordered NP-networks with more (smaller) particles and a more sophisticated
electrode array and back gate structure. This is part of our current research at the
MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology in Twente.

4.1.3 Simulations of NP-networks

Apart from the experimental work and results, the NASCENCE consortium has
also worked on the theoretical underpinning of the experimental work and on sim-
ulations. The latter are based on physical or mathematical models of the material
systems. In case of the NP-networks the physics is pretty well understood. In this
subsection, a short description of the physical model that underlies the behaviour
of jumping electrons in NP-networks will be presented, as well as an alternative
approach to simulating these NP-networks using neural networks.

As we explained earlier, the charge transport in the NP-networks we have been
using in the experiments that have led to [3] is based on a physical phenomenon
that is known as the Coulomb blockade effect [22, 53]. The individual gold NPs
act as SETs. Electrons can jump between neighbouring particles when the energy
conditions are favourable. One electron at a time can tunnel between two parti-
cles if sufficient energy is available (ON state), either by applying a voltage across
the particle or by electro-statically shifting its potential; otherwise, the transport is
blocked due to Coulomb blockade (OFF state). These disordered assemblies of NPs
therefore provide an almost random network of interconnected robust, non-linear,
periodic switches, as a result of the Coulomb oscillations of the individual NPs.
We have observed experimentally that electron transport below 5 Kelvin is dom-
inated by Coulomb blockade, and strongly depends on the used input and output
electrodes, as well as on the static voltages applied to the remaining electrodes.

Due to the high costs and time consuming experiments involved in the exper-
imental work, it was highly desirable to develop a simulation tool to explore the
potential functionalities of such NP-networks without the burden of spending many
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hours in the lab and wasting expensive resources to look for such functionalities
experimentally. In addition, the simulations can also inform us on the minimum re-
quirements that are needed for obtaining the targeted functionality if we were able
to produce these NP-networks according to a predetermined design. This could lead
to new devices for the digital industry, possibly replacing purpose-built assemblies
of transistors. Moreover, simulations can provide us with evidence concerning the
scalability of our approach. Simulations can also give us new insights into the dy-
namics of the charge transport that might lead to a better understanding as to why
and how the networks reveal the functionalities we observe. Furthermore, there are
many questions on the use of these networks that are difficult to answer experi-
mentally, because there are serious challenges in fabricating examples with smaller
central gaps or with more control electrodes using the same area.

The simulation tool we developed in [12] is an extension of existing tools for
simulating NP interactions, like SPICE [43] or SIMON [55]. Since the dynamics of
our NP-networks is governed by stochastic processes (electrons on particles can tun-
nel through junctions with a certain probability), there are basically two simulation
methods to our disposal: Monte-Carlo Methods and the Master Equation Method
[53, 54]. Since the number of particles is large, this rules out the second approach,
hence the Monte-Carlo Method is the only suitable candidate. This method simu-
lates the tunneling times of electrons stochastically. To get meaningful results, one
needs to run the algorithm in the order of a million times. Doing so, the stochastic
process gives averaged values of the charges, currents, voltages, etc. More details
on this physical-model based simulation tool can be found in [12].

We have validated our tool for designed systems with small numbers of particles
that are experimentally known from literature, and that have also been simulated
before [54]. We have also used our tool to examine other structures of NP-networks.
Interestingly, we have shown through simulations that all Boolean logic gates that
we evolved experimentally in [3] can be evolved in a regular 4x4 grid consisting of
only 16 NPs. We refer to [12] for more details. Currently, we are not aware of any
production techniques for constructing these regular grids of NPs.

Although our simulation tool can in principle handle arbitrary systems of any
size, scalability is a serious issue if we consider the computation time. Even a paral-
lellised CUDA code we have developed for a GPU does not really solve the problem
if we want to simulate networks consisting of hundreds of particles. Moreover, as
the networks in [3] cannot be produced according to a predefined specific design, it
is not possible to use an accurate physical model for such systems.

With these drawbacks in mind, we have taken an alternative approach. This novel
approach is based on training artificial neural networks in order to model and inves-
tigate the NP-networks.

Neural networks have proven to be powerful function approximators and have
been successfully applied in a wide variety of domains [6, 25, 49, 51]. Being essen-
tially black-boxes themselves, neural networks do not facilitate a better understand-
ing of the underlying quantum-mechanical processes. For that purpose the physical
model we described before is more appropriate. But in contrast to physical models,
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neural networks provide differentiable models and thus offer interesting possibilities
to explore the computational capabilities of the nano-material.

Before this exploration can take place, a neural network must first be trained,
using data collected from the material. In our case, since we already have a physical
model and an associated validated simulation tool for the NP-networks, to show that
this approach is useful we can restrict ourselves in the first instance to training data
obtained from the simulated material. This gives us the opportunity to predict func-
tionalities in small NP-networks, also networks that have not been fabricated yet,
like the 4x4 grid structure we mentioned above. This in turn can inform electrical
engineers on the minimum requirements necessary for obtaining such functionalities
without the burden of costly and time-consuming fabrication and experimentation.

One of the advantages of the neural network approach is that we do not need to
have any detailed information on the structure or physical properties of the material.
We only need as many input-output data combinations as we can get from the sim-
ulation tool or from measurements on a particular material sample, in order to train
a neural network that models this specific sample. The more independent data we
use, the more accurate the trained neural network is expected to model the sample.

Another advantage of the neural network approach is that one can optimise the
input configuration through gradient descent instead of performing a black-box op-
timisation. In other words, as soon as we have trained the neural network with suf-
ficiently many input-output combinations, searching for arbitrary functions is very
fast and can happen independently of the material or the physical model.

To show that this approach is worthwhile, in [15] we used data obtained from
the physical-model based simulations that we mentioned above to train a neural
network. We show in [15] that the neural network can model the simulated nano-
material quite accurately. The differentiable neural network model of the evolvable
NP-network is then used to find logic gates, as a proof of principle.

This shows that the new approach has great potential for partly replacing costly
and time-consuming experiments. We are currently also using the neural network
approach on real data collected from samples of the NP-networks.

5 Back to the General Method

No matter what matter one uses, the approach of EIM requires a method to optimise
or at least find good configurations for a specific target functionality of the evolvable
system. But to be able to do this, first of all there is a need for a translation or
mapping between the physical domain and the computer domain, and vice versa, as
indicated in Figure 6 that was taken from [5].

In the physical domain, there is a material (in our earlier example an NP-network)
to which physical stimuli can be applied (in our example voltages) or measured (in
our example currents). In the NP-network example we have just given, the stimuli
signals were static voltages and time-dependent voltages and currents, but the type
of signals could be different, depending on the type of material and its characteristic
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Fig. 6 Concept of EIM: physical and computer domain [5]

behaviour under influence of external stimuli. The signals are either input signals,
output signals or configuration signals. With the help of a suitable interface made up
of conventional electronics, in the computer domain a digital computer controls the
application of physical inputs applied to the material (the time-dependent voltages in
our example), the reading of physical signals from the material (the time-dependent
currents in our example), and the application of other physical inputs to the material
known as configurations (the static voltages in our example). Since we are using
a digital computer to control the signals, we need to encode and decode between
physical signals and representations of these signals by strings of numerical values
(and at a lower level bits), with one entry for each of the applied (or measured) sig-
nal. Such strings can be interpreted as genotypes of the state of the physical material
when supplied with the according levels of the applied signals. These genotypes of
numerical data are stored and manipulated on the computer and, if necessary, again
transformed back into configuration signals that physically affect the material, when
applied. In order to find suitable signals that induce a target functionality between
inputs and outputs of the evolvable system, the genotypes are subject to a GA that
we are going to explain shortly.

Physical output signals, under the influence of certain input and configuration
signals, are read from the material and converted to output data in the computer.
Comparing this measured output to the ideal output of a target functionality under
the given input signals, a fitness value is obtained from the measured output data.
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This fitness value should be a good measure for how close the evolvable system is
to performing the target functionality. This fitness of the measured performance and
the corresponding genotype of the current state of the evolvable system is then used
in the GA, with the goal to optimise (or at least determine sufficiently good settings
of) the configuration signals for the target functionality.

To illustrate the steps in the GA, here are the ingredients of a generic GA in
pseudocode, as adapted from [5].

Algorithm (Genetic Algorithm)
1: Generate an initial generation of size p. Set the number of generations as g = 0
2: repeat
3: Calculate the fitness of each member of the generation
4: Select a number of parents according to quality of fitness
5: Recombine some, if not all, parents to create offspring genomes
6: Mutate some parents and offspring
7: Form a new generation from mutated parents and offspring
8: Optional: promote a number of unaltered parents from step 4 to the new generation
9: Increment the number of generations g← g+1

10: until (g equals the number of generations required) or (the fitness is acceptable)

In Line 1 of the pseudocode, the initial generation of size p corresponds to p
(possibly randomly chosen, but usually based on earlier experiments to characterise
the typical behaviour of the system) initial genomes that are translated into config-
uration and input signals, and tried on the evolvable system.

Based on the measured outputs, for all the p choices, a fitness value is obtained
in Line 3, and a selection of a number of genomes that correspond to the best fitness
values is taken in Line 4.

To obtain new choices for genomes, the next generation of genomes to try on
the material system is based on combining and manipulating the entries (genes) of
the selected genomes, using principles that mimic natural evolution, like recombi-
nation, crossover, mutation, as in Lines 5-7. The “survival-of-the-fittest” principle
of Darwinian evolution is implemented by using a form of fitness-based selection
that is more likely to choose solutions for the next generation that are fitter rather
than poorer. Mutation is an operation that changes a genome by making random al-
terations to some genes, with a certain probability. This is usually a suitable tool to
avoid running into a bad local optimum. Recombination is a process of generating
one or more new genomes by recombining genes from two or more genomes. Some-
times, genomes from one generation are promoted directly to the next generation;
this is referred to as elitism (see the optional step in Line 8 of the algorithm).

It is clear that there are many choices involved in specifying a GA for a particular
optimisation problem or for a particular evolvable system and target functionality, as
in our research. These choices are usually based on trial and error, until a satisfactory
convergence to acceptable solutions is observed.

Figure 7 illustrates the GA that was used for the NP-networks in [3]. Like ev-
ery GA, this GA searches for optimum genomes by iterating over sufficiently many
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Fig. 7 The GA that was used for the NP-networks in [3]

generations. In this specific GA, every generation Gn has a fixed population of 20
genomes (represented by the strands in Figure 7) that are each composed of six
genes (configuration voltages V1 up to V6, represented by coloured bars in the fig-
ure). The GA starts with a random initial generation G0, whose fitness is generally
low, as indicated in the leftmost column (for a GA search for an AND gate). With
a composite cloning-breeding procedure (as illustrated in Figure 7 (b); see [3] for
details) for evolving generation Gn into Gn+1, we eventually reach a final generation
GN whose top genomes have a (much) higher fitness than the top genomes of G0
and the intermediate generations (as illustrated in the rightmost column of Figure 7
(c)). For more details on the settings of the GA that were chosen for the evolution
of Boolean logic in these NP-networks we refer the reader to the supplementary
material of [3].

6 Other Examples from the NASCENCE Project

Before we are going to present some of the results for other functionalities that
have been experimentally tried out using the EIM approach within the NASCENCE
project, we need to point out that there are basically two main ways to approach
computational problems with EIM.

In the approach that we took in our earlier example, the GA determines config-
urations that in principle allow the material to act as a stand-alone reconfigurable
logic device. This is a device which, provided with the appropriate evolved config-
uration signals, carries out the desired target computational mapping. In our earlier
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example, one and the same NP-network was able to perform all 2-way Boolean
logic gates, with different settings of the static configuration voltages, after remov-
ing the digital computer that was used to find suitable configuration settings. Within
NASCENCE, a number of applications for which we took the same approach have
been considered. We will shortly describe some of the other applications.

We note here that the term configuration of a material can have a number of
meanings. It can merely be the application of physical signals to the material so that
some underlying physical properties change, e.g. conductance or resistance. As a
result, the material is put into a state that allows the desired computation to take
place. This was the case in our earlier NP-network example. However, alternatively
it may be that when the physical signals are applied to the material, the material
physically changes in some way. For instance, the underlying (electrical) network
might be rearranged, or the nanoscale elements could self-organise to a desired state
so that the target computational functionality is obtained. An example of the latter is
provided by earlier work with liquid crystal of Harding and Miller [16]. In this case,
applied configuration signals caused liquid crystal molecules to twist, thus there
was a physical change in the material when configuration signals were applied. As
a matter of fact, both of the above effects may happen at the same time.

There is another approach in which EIM could be applied with the aid of evolv-
able systems. In this alternative approach, a material is merely used for the mapping
of genomes to fitness values. The material is seen as an assistant in an evolution-
ary search process. It provides a “black-box” mapping from genome to output data
(from which fitness is assessed). The thinking behind this is that the material may
provide a more evolvable genotype-to-phenotype mapping, since physical variables
can be exploited that could not be exploited if a purely algorithmic mapping was
used (as is standard in evolutionary computation). In this type of hybrid system,
much of the data required for solving a particular problem would remain on a digi-
tal computer. The role of the material would be to improve the search process itself.
Thus in this case the material does not necessarily require any input data. Examples
of computational problems that can be tackled using this approach are: Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP), Function Optimisation and Bin-packing. The TSP is the
well-known problem of determining the shortest tour through a number of cities.
Function optimisation is the problem of determining a vector of numbers which
minimises a complex function. Bin-packing is the problem of packing a number
of items into as few bins as possible, assuming that each bin has a fixed weight
capacity. To obtain solutions to such problems using EIM requires that a set of con-
figuration signals are determined that cause the material to output a suitable vector
of measured values. The solutions are not necessarily optimal solutions, but usually
approximate solutions. Generally, this method is difficult to scale and has at the time
only resulted in solutions for rather small instances of the problems.
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6.1 Materials and Interfaces used within NASCENCE

As we noted before, computational materials may be configured by different kinds
of stimuli, e.g., electrical signals, magnetic fields, temperature variations, light, etc.
However, it was decided at an early stage to only manipulate electrical signals within
the NASCENCE project. Two types of evolvable material systems were constructed
for this purpose. Both are based on electrode arrays. A material is deposited in the
vicinity of the electrodes. Some of the electrodes are chosen as inputs (if the com-
putational problem demands inputs), some are chosen as outputs, and a number
of electrodes are chosen as configuration electrodes. In one system that we showed
before, the material consisted of functionalised 20 nm AU NPs interconnected by in-
sulating molecules (1-octanethiols) that were trapped in a circular region (200 nm in
diameter) between radial metal (Ti/Au) electrodes on top of a highly doped Si/SiO2
substrate, which functions as a back gate. This device operates at temperatures be-
low 1◦K [3]. In the second system, the material deposited was a mixture of single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) randomly mixed in an insulating material. An
example of this other system is shown in Figure 8. The insulating material was either
PMMA/PBMA (Polymethy/butyl methacralate) [42]. The material in the centre is a
mixture of SWCNT and PMMA. The concentration of SWCNT is 0.05% by weight.
SWCNTs are mixed with PMMA or PBMA and dissolved in anisole (methoxyben-
zene). 20 µL of material is drop dispensed onto the electrode array. This is dried at
100◦C for 30 min to leave a film over the electrodes. Carbon nanotubes are conduct-
ing or semi-conducting and the role of the PMMA/PBMA is to introduce insulating
regions within the nanotube network, to create non-linear current versus voltage
characteristics.

Fig. 8 Circular twelve electrode array with a mixture of SWCNT and PMMA in the centre [42]

In order to be able to apply a GA to determine a set of signals that should be
applied to the electrode arrays, one requires a hardware interface system between a
computer and the material. The hardware system needs to allow a variety of signals
to be applied to the electrodes. In the NASCENCE project the signals used were one
of the following:

• Digital voltages
• Analogue voltages
• Square-wave signals
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One also needs to be able to sample and record voltages and currents detected
on electrodes, since from these measurements a fitness value is determined. Thus
one needs equipment that allows the user to choose a sampling frequency and store
the values (in a buffer). Since it is not known in advance to which electrodes input
signals should be applied, generally one needs a way of allowing the GA to choose
which electrodes will receive inputs (if the computational problem requires inputs)
and which electrodes will be designated as outputs, and finally which electrodes
will be the configuration inputs. A variety of different hardware systems have been
explored for doing this.

• Digital acquisition cards together with programmable switch arrays [8]
• Mbed microcontrollers with digital to analogue converters [33]
• Purpose built platforms [31, 3]

6.2 Computational Problems

The NASCENCE consortium investigated a diverse range of computational prob-
lems. The list of problems with references to the associated papers is given be-
low. We will refrain from giving details here, but refer the interested reader to the
listed papers instead. Except for the results in [3] that were obtained using the NP-
networks we showed before, all other results were obtained by using different ver-
sions of the mentioned SWCNT-composites.

1. Logic gates

a. Two-input single output Boolean functions (e.g. (N)AND, (N)OR, XOR) [31,
23, 3]

b. Three/Four input single output Boolean functions (e.g. even-3 and 4 par-
ity) [37]

c. Two-input two-output Boolean functions (e.g. half adder) [23, 3, 33]
d. Three-input, two-output Boolean functions (e.g. full-adder)

2. Travelling Salesman

This has no inputs and as many outputs as there are cities [8]

3. Classification

a. Standard machine learning benchmarks (Iris, Lens, banknote): number of in-
puts equals the number of attributes, number of outputs is equal to the number
of classes [38, 7]

b. Frequency classification: this requires one input for carrying the source signal
whose frequency is to be classified and two outputs which are used to decide
the class of the frequency (high or low) [42, 39]

c. Tone discriminator: this has the same number of inputs and outputs as the
frequency classifier [42]
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4. Function Optimisation

a. This has no inputs and as many outputs as there are dimensions in the function
to be optimised [41, 42]

5. Bin-Packing

a. This has no inputs and as many outputs as there are items to be placed into
bins [40]

6. Robot control

a. This has as many inputs as robot sensors and as many outputs as robot actua-
tors (e.g. motors) [36]

7. Graph colouring

a. This has been looked at with a single input (graph select) and as many out-
puts as there are nodes to be coloured. Each output selects the colour of the
node [30]

The seven classes of problems cover many types of problems involving markedly
different numbers of inputs, outputs and number of instances. Some problems like
TSP, Function Optimisation and Bin-packing have no inputs. The material acts like
a form of genetic programming and via evolved configurations generates an approx-
imate solution from its outputs. This is standard practice in genetic programming.
In this type of approach a material is used in the genotype-phenotype mapping.
However, one must be careful that in problems that have no inputs, evolution is not
merely evolving configuration signals to produce outputs that are desired. In other
words, that it is not directly wiring configuration signals to outputs, thus effectively
ignoring the material.

In the work on evolving logic gates various functions present much greater dif-
ficulty due to their inherent non-linearity. It is well-known that parity functions are
difficult to evolve non-linear functions. Indeed, they have been used as benchmark
problems in genetic programming for some time.

6.3 Electrical Behaviour of SWCNT-composites

Whereas the physics behind the non-linear behaviour of the NP-networks that were
used within NASCENCE is pretty much understood, the case is quite different for
the material samples that are based on SWCNTs. Within NASCENCE several mod-
els at different levels of abstraction have been used for describing and analysing the
electrical behaviour, and for predicting and simulating the computational capabili-
ties of SWCNT-composites. As mentioned earlier, this SWCNT-based material may
be configured by different kinds of stimuli, e.g., electrical signals, magnetic fields,
temperature variations, light, etc., but within NASCENCE we have restricted these
signals to three types:
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• Static voltages;
• Square waves;
• A mixture of the two.

In order to be able to perform any kind of computation with the help of SWCNT-
based composites, the input data and the configuration data must allow the exploita-
tion and manipulation of underlying physical properties in the SWCNT-composite
material. Moreover, such manipulated properties must be observable and give a mea-
surable response, i.e., output response. As such, the choice of the input signal and
configuration types play an important role and define which physical properties are
available and utilised. In [30], a comparison between different signal types and their
effect has been made for the evolution of solutions for small instances of the graph
colouring problem.

In the case of static voltages, the parameters under evolutionary control are typ-
ically the electrode to which the signal is applied to, the starting time, the ending
time, and the voltage amplitude. In the experiments in [30], the range of amplitude
was limited from 0V to 3.3V. In the case of square wave signals, the evolved param-
eters are the electrode to which the signal is applied to, the starting time, the ending
time, the frequency, and the duty cycle. In the experiments in [30], the square wave
amplitude was fixed at 0V and 3.3V. The results there show that it was possible to
evolve satisfactory solutions using all three types of signals (static voltages only,
square waves only, and a mixture of static voltages and square waves). However,
the choice of signal types influenced the evolutionary results. Square wave signals
showed more promising potential than the other signal types, and the ability to pro-
duce richer dynamics, as one can also conclude from [45].

In [29], the model used to describe the SWCNT-networks suggests these net-
works behave as networks of resistors if only static DC voltages are applied. More-
over, it was shown there that TSP problems as introduced and solved in [8] could be
solved using a SPICE model of the SWCNT-material as a ‘cloud’ of resistors [43].
In case of applied square wave signals, the material could be seen as an RC circuit,
i.e., the SWCNT-material also holds capacitance. Inspection of evolved solutions in
[46] reveals that the exploited physical properties are often unanticipated. In par-
ticular, it was observed that evolution was able to create and exploit signal delays,
signal inversions and signal canceling. All the mentioned properties may provide
a source of non-linearity and rich dynamics that may be potentially exploited for
physical implementations of reservoir computing [21] [32] in SWCNT-networks.

We conclude this subsection with a short description of the four models that have
been considered within NASCENCE to model and analyse possible behaviour of
the SWCNT-composites.

6.3.1 Models of SWCNT-composites

Modelling of any material system consisting of nanoscale elements may be per-
formed at several abstraction levels, ranging from the low level local interactions
between neighbouring elements to the high level black-box behavioural models.
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Other intermediate levels may also be important, particularly for describing emer-
gence of properties at different intermediate scales. Four different models have been
considered and analysed within NASCENCE.

1. Models based on collective electrodynamics within the SWCNT-composites.
Such models are described in more detail in [26], and are based on Ashby’s
systems theory [1], as introduced in classical cybernetics. Electrical properties
exploited for computation arise as an emergent property of the stimulated ma-
terial. The transport of charge in the SWCNT-composite can be considered as
a manifestation of a collective emergent property of electrons in the comput-
ing substrate. Within this framework, a future research direction is proposed in
which one may consider the manipulation of quantum properties of electrons in
the material so that the emerging electromagnetic properties can be used for com-
putation. Another aspect of the proposed framework is to allow the manipulation
of other parameters, e.g., temperature, in the description of the system state to
create a bigger choice of variables. This approach is related to polymorphic elec-
tronics [50], where there may be different functionalities for different operating
temperatures.

2. Models based on DC or AC circuits.
Observing the behaviour of SWCNT materials under varying inputs, e.g., static
voltages or square wave signals, allows macroscopic modelling of pin-to-pin
characteristics with simple RC circuits. In [30], two SPICE models [43] are pre-
sented, one for describing the electrical behaviour when stimulated with static
voltages applied to input pins, and one for capturing the behaviour when square
waves are used as manipulation signals.

3. Models based on dynamical hierarchies and cellular structure.
The approach in [27] aims at modelling conductivity dependence on the con-
centration of SWCNTs and varying electric potential in the material. The ap-
proach is based on two main paradigms: dynamical hierarchies [48] and cellular
computation [9]. Each material sample is divided into a grid of cells, in which
each cell represents a subarea of the sample with a specific content, i.e., poly-
mer molecules, SWCNT bundles, or electrodes. Each cell behaves according to
the physics of the elements it contains and the interactions with neighbouring
cells. Results show that higher concentrations of SWCNTs lead to more perco-
lation paths and consequently more current flow. Different cell shapes may be
considered for future research.

4. Models based on cellular automata.
The wide variety of problems solved with SWCNT-composites does not give any
direct indication of the computational properties and computational power of the
materials used. However, it is clear that the materials can be exploited at the com-
putational level required to solve the given task. Cellular automata (CA) offer a
broader knowledge of different complexity levels and computational classes, e.g.,
Wolfram classes [56]. As such, CA models of the material may enable the devel-
opment of a framework that relates measurable physical properties to abstract CA
behaviour. In [14], cellular automata transition tables of different complexities
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have been evolved in-materio. An interesting future direction is the possibility to
evolve universal cellular automata [11] [2] with the SWCNT-composites. In ad-
dition, ongoing work attempts to relate the evolved in-materio cellular automata
with CA parameters [28], and relate the behaviour of the material to the notion
of “edge of chaos”.

7 Conclusions

This chapter tried to give the reader an overview of the accomplishments of the
EC-funded NASCENCE project, with the relevant historical notes, background and
the general concepts and principles. The author centred all material and examples
around the work that was done within the framework of NASCENCE at his home
university in Twente, notably the CTIT Institute for ICT Research and the MESA+
Institute for Nanotechnology. Details of this work and of the work done at the other
partner’s institutions can be found by following the pointers to the references that
have been provided. The goal of the NASCENCE project was to demonstrate that
computer-controlled evolution could exploit the physical properties of material sys-
tems based on carbon nanotubes and nanoparticles for solving computational prob-
lems. Experimental results have shown that this is indeed a plausible, competitive
and efficient method for executing computational functions. Proof of concept has
been given on several instances of problems within various complexities, and differ-
ent number of inputs and outputs. The results are very promising and lay the founda-
tion for further work. Future work includes the investigation of novel materials and
larger and more sophisticated systems. One of our future goals is to apply these ma-
terial systems for real world applications, and to develop stand-alone devices based
on these principles. The long term goal of this research is to build information pro-
cessing devices by exploiting bottom-up architectures without a predefined design
and without reproducing individual components.
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